
The Mystery of the Crushed 
Chocolate eggs 

 It is nearly Easter. In the Easter Bunny Factory, the eggs were ready, 
beautiful, delicious, full of colours, for all the children. But now, they are 
all crushed, broken! 

Who can break chocolate eggs when we are already in quarantine! 
It must be one of the rabbits! Nobody can go out. 
This rabbit must be crazy and mean! 

As the Detective Chief Inspector you must find the culprit, the rabbit who 
crushed the eggs. Your officers made a list of all the rabbits in the factory, 
with their precise description. 

●Look at this list.

●Solve the 5 mysteries and get the 5 clues to know the name of this
dangerous rabbit.

If you eliminate this crazy rabbit, the other ones will make new chocolate 
eggs before Easter. 

If you don’t eliminate the rabbit, Easter hunt is cancelled! 

It is a chocolate catastrophe!





Voici une série de phrases. Il faut les compléter soit avec un « s » 
(marque du pluriel), soit avec un « ‘s » (contraction de « is » ou possessif 
« ‘s »). A vous de jouer ! 

This rabbit ___ carrying a basket. 

This rabbit ___ basket is pink. 

The basket ___ are empty. It___ so sad! 

New egg ___ must be made quickly! 

These egg ___ can decorate the garden 

Children love chocolate egg ___ 

This egg ___ broken! I prefer sweet ___ 

All the kid ___ are sad. 

Number of ‘s   ____ 
Number of s    ____ 
More ‘s the culprit is a female 
More s the culprit is a male 



Clue 2: What a mess! 
Oh my god! Un lapin a mélangé les familles de mots. Réorganise-les dans 
les tableaux ! 

Weather Vehicle house 

lorry 

garage upstairs 

bicycle 



Clue 3: Stupid rabbit!  
Un lapin pas malin a rédigé ce texte. Corrige ses affirmations. 
Si elles sont vraies, mets un tick  
SI elles sont fausses, mets une croix. (a cross) X 

 
 
 
 
 

 

My bed is in the kitchen. 

To take a plane you must have an ID. 

When there is a thunder storm there are 
lightning.

 

 

      

It is cold and humid so it is hailing. 

I have dinner at 8:00am. 

When it is 15:25 it is twenty-five past three . 

Count the ticks and the crosses 
I have ___ ticks    I have ___ crosses. 
 
If there are more ticks, the culprit has got glasses 
 
If there are more crosses the culprit doesn’t have glasses 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 



Clue 4 :Seasons 
Les phrases suivantes sont en rapport avec l’été, l’hiver ou l’automne. 
Ecrit en face de chaque phrases : summer, winter ou autumn. 

N° of summers ___    N° of winters ___ N) of autumns ___

If there are more summers, the culprit’s job is designing. 
If there are more winters, the culprit’s job is packing. 
If there are more autumns, the culprit’s job is making 

Sentences Summer, winter 
or autumn? 

Santa is coming to bring presents. 

It is time to eat ice-creams and melon. 

This is time to celebrate Halloween! 

I have got very long holidays. 

I can go skiing and make snowmen. 

The trees are orange like my pumpkin soup. 

The days are very short and it is dark at 
6:30 pm. 



Clue 5, find your way ! 
Voici un petit labyrinthe de nombres anglais. Pour trouver ton 
chemin tu dois suivre les nombres correctement écrits !  

twenty thirty-nine seventeen eight ileven fifty six two-enty 

seventee ceventeen eigth Forty-two Forty two touenti-to syx 

on hundred thri fourty-two twelve sixty-four one hundred forteen 

feefty eightee twoelve for free fifty-one fourteen 

fourty too on neine teen tree seventeen 

threeteen twenty-six ninety-one nineteen nine one three 

fivety-one two senventy-on firteen thourteen neinteen eighty six 

tene fifty-two thirty-four sixteen seventy-two twenty-four twoo 

ileven fivety-two seexty twenty one seventy eight eighty-six thirty-one 

one sousand for hundred Nine-titoo too hunderd fiftee sixtee ten 

ninety-eight eighty-nine thirty-five seventy-eight five fifty-seven sixty 

two hundred sixty- for fiveteen sixty four faive fourtee forty one 

sixty-four sixti four twoelve fourtee Sixtee-four fivety-five sixtin 
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